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ADAM MORTON

HYPERCOMPARAT?VES*

ABSTRACT.
ment

places.

In natural
This

paper

language
studies

we
one

rarely

use

relation-words

systematic

device,

more

with

rooted

than three argu

in natural

language,

by

which relations of greater adicity can be expressed. It is based on a higher-order relation
and 4-place
relations
the relation between
1-place, 2-place,
(and so on) of which
the positive
and comparative
of a predicate
is a special case. Two formal
degrees
languages
are presented
one of which
in this connection,
the language
of communication
represents

between

and the other the contextual information against which the first language is interpreted.A
semantical theory is described, which treats the two languages in an interdependent way.
Logical

We
point

consequence

is non-compact.

Connections

with

issues

about

vagueness

are made.

can only

a certain
say and comprehend
quite simple things. Beyond
defeats us. So it is not surprising that natural
syntactical
complexity
have evolved ways

of expressing
typically by clever

complex thoughts with simpler
use
In this paper I
of context.
linguistic
expressions,
we avoid
discuss one of the ways inwhich we keep our syntax manageable:
are fairly uncommon
of very great adicity. 3-place predicates
predicates
are
rare. But these
in ordinary
and
4-place predicates
language,
definitely
are pretty small numbers and we think many thoughts that can naturally be
languages

in terms of n-place predicates
for larger n. For example,
I argue
expressed
a
below that many ascriptions
of color implicitly refer to 4-place relation,
are typically monadic.
the
color
Somewhat different
is
although
predicates
the progression:
In natural language we
wants, prefers, prefers-by-more.
'a
wants
'a
to
economists
favor
o';
say
02'; and there are also
prefers o\
are
in
terms
which
best
'a prefers o\ to 02 by
of
preferences
expressed
more than she prefers 03 to 04'. (See Morton
1991,1994).
to express some of these thoughts without
One way inwhich we manage
a syntax is by asserting
too complex
that objects are related by some
a
context
inwhich
relation R, in
the claim that these
saying this expresses
are related by another relation R!. R1 usually bears some higher
to R, which
is determined
by the context. For example one
to
'a
is
that a bears to b an equivalence
say
b\ meaning
might
equivalent
relation which
also relates other objects under discussion.
(Sometimes,
for integers
'n is equivalent
to ra' will mean
'n = m mod p" for some
and others

order relation
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one might say 'a is to the right of ft', meaning
specified p.) Or
in the
c the rotation from
line ca line cb is anticlockwise
one particular higher-order
I
discuss
shall
to
S\
direction
plane orthogonal
can hold between
relations of different
the H
relation, which
relation,
this
'x isP9 and 'x isP-er than y ', and between
It holds between
adicities.
than z\ And
than y by more than z is P-er
second relation and 'x is P-er
contextually
'from point

the four place relation just mentioned
of the predicate P. This approach
of the comparative,
is a generalization
such as those of Klein
thus contrasts with approaches
(1980) which use
and Kamp
to the positive degree of adjectives
concepts which
correspond
so on. I call it the H

-relation because

since it analyses
which use the comparative,
(1975,1981)
holds between positive,
hypercomparative,
comparative,
is basic.
of which

a relation which
and so on, none

a language
is to construct two formal languages. One models
My method
the
models
contextual
the
other
and
carried
is
communication
inwhich
out,
are
evaluated.
relative to which sentences of the first language
information
two language approach captures the inferential patterns of a variety
some kinds of vagueness.
It turns out that
idioms and models
does not
therefore
is
and
the
for
non-compact,
system
logical consequence

This

of English

a complete
sorites paradoxes.

have

axiomatization.

This

fact

is relevant

to the analysis

of

1. THE LANGUAGES
a first-order predicate
calculus augment
language, H consists of
the number of
two additional
ed with
operators, C and M. C doubles
and its intended function is to transform
argument places of a predicate,
M
is a predicate mod
into
into
hypercomparatives.
comparatives
positives
or
as
If
is
'much'
Plx
ifier interpretable
interpreted as x isra/then
'very'.

The first

as x is very red,
is interpreted as x is at least as red as y, MP]x
as x is more red
as x is much more red than y, and CCPxxyzw
MCPlxy
than y by at least as much as z is more red than w. (Or, more idiomatically,
to which x and y are red is at least
the degrees
between
the difference
to which z and w are red. I shall
as great as that between
the degrees
CPlxy

than y or x
when no confusion will result, say just x is P-er
sometimes,
that claims expressed
than w.) Note
is P-er
than y by more than z is P-er
are often
in terms of the hypercomparative,
though unnatural-sounding,
more

unambiguously
or comparative.
Thus
is
shade of purple-red
more
red
is
purple-red

true or false

than those involving just the positive
a particular
be a pretty moot point whether
shade of
at
not
that
all clear whether
red, and also
than a shade of orange-red. But it is a definite fact

itmay
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ismore

that one shade of purple-red
is more
shade of orange-red

red than another by more

than a given

red than another.

like these can also be formalized

Sentences
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in a very different

x

way:

is red as 3SPx?; x ismore red than y as 3S3p(PyS & Pyp &? > p), and
red than y by more

x is more

than z is more

red than w as 3Sp3v3o

(PxS

& Pyp & Pzv & Pwo & (6, p) >' {y, o)). Here the variables 8, p, v, o
range over degrees

of redness

and > and >' are orderings

over degrees

and

pairs of degrees. (See theHn orderings defined in Section 3 below.) The
these relations between
language I shall use, I, expresses
terms.
The
of
these
in
degrees and orderings
language
essentially
degrees
more
and comparative
but further from
than that of positive
is
powerful
I shall use sentences
of I to express
the appearance
of natural language.
formal

second

information

contextual
I-style

formalization

sentences
of H are evaluated.
against which
in a linguistic context see Klein
1980; Stechow

(For
1983

or in a philosophical contextWilliams andMorton 1984; Clark 1984.)
H

and comparative
the pure idiom of positive
(and hyper
not
It
does
have
quantifiers ranging over degrees. But it does
comparative).
the comparative-forming
have two predicate modifiers,
operator C and the
represents

operator
'more/very'
cates, Pn,
infinitely
individual constants,
Take 3 and D to be
calculus

predicate

M.

then S

If S consists
C's
To

contains
variables

an infinite

stock of one-place
predi
and C. (There are no

vn, & ->, V, M,

many
nor are there n-place primitive predicates
for n > 1.)
are
as for any
as
rules
usual. The formation
defined
augmented with the rules:

If S consists
C's

H

preceded

of a primitive predicate
is a 2n-place predicate.

preceded

by a string of n

of a primitive predicate preceded by a string of n
then S is a 2n-place predicate.
by a single M

the intended
think of e.g.
senses,
'Mv\iv23vy3v4
as
are
for
all
that
and
there
and V4 such
v\
vi
v^
CCPv\V2V-$V4
saying
than vi by at least as much as ^3 is P-er than V4. And think
that v\ is P-er
as saying that v\ ismuch P-er than V2. (I take 'very' to be
of 'MCPv\vi
'
the 1-place variant of 'much'. So 'MPv\
says that v\ is very P.)
In referring to sentences of HI shall sometimes use a vector notation to
... VityC
...
save subscripts and dots. Thus instead of\lv\iv2
CPm(v\,
I shall write Vv C^Pm(\).
That is, I shall indicate a
..., v2n (n C's)
give

these

string of n variables by a boldface letter, a string of n C's by C^n\ and let
the number

of variables

be deduced

from

context

(where

it is so deducible,

that is). I shallwrite (v,w) for the concatenation of two equally long strings
of variables.
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out a semantics
In working
are some obvious ones:
All

instances
a
where
predicate
All instances

of valid

for H what

schemata

of first order

C orM

is substituted

involving
of the following

should we

validities

aim at?

cases
logic (including
for a schematic
letter).

(i) (C(m)P(v) & -,C(m)P(w)) d C(m+1)P(v, w)
"x dit least as P

as y and z not at least as P as w entails
as
much as z more P than w".
y by at least

x more P

than

(ii) (C<m)P(s,t)&C(m)P(t,u)) d C(m)P(s,u)
"# at least as P

as y and ? at least as P

as w entails

x at least as P

as

s".

(iii) C(m)p(s,s)
"x is at least as P

as x".

(iv) (C( )p(s, t) &C<m)P(t, u) &C(m>P(u, v)) d C(m+1)P(s, v, t, u)
"x at least as P as y and y at least as P as z and z at least as P
entails x more P than w by more than y ismore P than 2".

DMC^-^fv)

(v) (CWp^wj&MC^-^tw))
"x at least as P

(vi) (MCWp(u)
"x very P

as y and y very P

& nMCWp(v))

and y not very P

as w

entails

x very P".

d -C(m+1)P(v,u))

entails

not x at least as P

as y".

in quotes beneath
each formula
is a crude version of a
to
in
reading it.)
special case,
help
Note
how the last two of these capture validities
about "very" and
are intuitively
our
in
"much" which
of
its meaning
and
grasp
important
(The

statement

on the relation of positive
to comparative.
essentially
a
a
I
has
different
that
of
two-sorted
syntax,
language
quantification
theory with quantifiers over both individuals and degrees. I is a two-sorted
...
first-order
, and 2n-place
P1, P2,
language with dyadic predicates
=
.
m
to
for
The
Pm
the Pm of H;
n,
0, 1,...
correspond
predicates
>^

which

depend

The

the intended sense of PmaS is thata has Pm (ofH) to degree 8. And each
>J^ corresponds toC^Pm: 8 >JL S'when 8, 8' represent the degrees of
are x, y, z, z',
The variables
(the constituents
of) x, x' and C(nJPmxx'.
a
over
in
individuals
,
z",...
(objects
specified domain) and 8, 8',
ranging
... ,
over
of Pm must be an individual
degrees. The arguments
ranging
in that order, and the arguments
of >^
and a degree variable,
the
that >?m is well formed. It represents
be degree variables. Note
a
a
sense
case
set.
that
The
of
intended
of
is,
limiting
2?-place ordering,

variable
must

>^ 8 is that 8 is a degree for which Pm holds. The syntax is as for any
first-order

two-sorted

language with

these primitives

and these restrictions.
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sake assume

(For definiteness'

that the primitive

logical

symbols

are &, -i,

V,asforH).

SEMANTICS: INFORMALLY

2.
The

at H. But the best, or at any rate the
primarily
to do this is to treat H and I simultaneously.
The

semantics

is aimed

most

interesting, way
for H
aim of a semantics

is to define
in a domain

to which

degrees

truth-in-a-model

in terms of

the

So we must

satisfy H's

predicates.
objects
a degree. The important
assign to every pair of an object and a predicate
is that they are ordered:
fact about degrees
the model
has to determine
terms
in
of
between
them
which
the
extension
of the C^P^
orderings

be determined (theHn orderings of Section 3 below). One might at first
in terms of a single ordering which
holds
when
the degree to which
the first falls under

that this can be done

think

a pair of degrees
in question
exceeds
that to which
the predicate
the second does. And
a
a
can
in terms of this
fact
about
in
lot
be expressed
predicate
quite
In particular, different kinds of predicates
have different kinds
ordering.

between

are simple
The degrees of some predicates
('is pregnant')
And
others
Boolean
have
algebras.
('is intelligent')
complex
infinite orderings riddled with incomparabilities.
One might hope that the
character of the ordering of a predicate's
degrees has some bearing on the

of orderings.
two-element

syntactical
noun, etc.)

attributive adjective,
sortal or non-sortal
category
(adjective,
see Aqvist
that expresses
it in English.
related
issues
1981 ;
(For

Vendler 1967.)
in fact we need more

information
than can be given with a
complex
'red'
'Is
redder
than' is vague: before
two-place ordering.
again.
a given shade of purple
there can be an answer to the question whether
a particular ordering for 'redder' has
red is redder than one of orange-red
But

Consider

to be chosen

from

those

orderings
permissible
facts about when one
more

of 'red'. What
all the
by the meaning
in common
is that they are consistent with the

allowed

have

is redder than another by more than a third is
take the position
of a pair of shades (8, o)
could
(We
of pairs by difference
of redness to be given by the size
shade

than a fourth.

in the ordering

of the angles between the radii to 8 and o fixed point in the color solid,
say half-way
along the line from the most
for H
accordance with this, the semantics
incontestable)
assumption:
The grounding
assumption:
a set of abstract

ra,
elements

of A

A

to the least saturated
is based

on a natural

In

(but not

is an integer
of 2m_1-tuples
of
of the domain,
such that C^P

for every predicate P
and a partial ordering

degrees
associated with members

red.)

there
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between

2m elements

the ordering.
The problem

of the domain

then is to specify
to the grounding

for n not equal
section.) The grounding

the conditions
value ra.

are related

iff their degrees
under which

(This

holds

C^P

is discussed

by

in the next

true for all predicates.
is not obviously
assumption
for
sizes, shapes, colors, and other
plausible
predicates
ascribing
It
is
least
for cluster concepts.
It represents
perceptual properties.
plausible
an assumption
that vagueness
is only so deep: 'underneath' every predicate
It ismost

there is an ordering
is perfectly precise.

of its degrees, though perhaps a very complex one, that
Even making
it is not clear how surface
this assumption
to
and
be
tamed
is
is
follows
represented. What
contextuality

vagueness
one way of doing it.
An interpretation
for the language will specify a domain D of objects
a
set
A
of
of a predicate with the objects
degrees. The connection
plus
comes
it
indirectly: to each predicate and each object a degree is
satisfying
and then each predicate will have an extension
assigned,
(roughly) relative
to each degree. A sequence of individuals
cannot simply satisfy an open
to various
sentence, on this approach. For individuals fall under predicates
we
can
a
so
that the most
satisfies an open
say is that
sequence
degrees,
are
when
the thresholds for possession
of the atomic predicates
set at specific points. Even this is sometimes more than can be assumed,
so
since there will often be a choice of ordering relations for a predicate
a
that satisfaction will be relative not only to the choice of
threshold but
sentence

of the ordering on which
the threshold lies.
for example how we may set thresholds
for a predicate
like
with a consequent
choice of
"red" given in terms of its hypercomparative,
For any two degrees
for its comparative.
(e.g. hues) 8 and o it
orderings
one dominates
the other or whether
may be indeterminate whether
they
are incomparable.
But suppose it is arbitrarily decided not only that 8 > a
but that the pair (8, a) is a threshold case, such that the first is minimally
is restricted
in
redder than the second. Then the class of dyadic orderings
also

to the choice

Consider

two ways. First, to those in which
8 > o. And second, to those in which
8 and o, that is,
the separation of pairs is at least as great as that between

such that t > p only when (r, p) >' (8, o). (Thus >' is an ordering of
as > is to P.) Note
is to P-er
pairs which
of the comparative
choice of interpretations
to pick a threshold-point
fixed upon a subordering

to fix

that if one has narrowed

in this way one will
the interpretation
of the positive.

of the color

solid

to be "redder

the

still need

(Having
than" one still

to find a point on it to divide red from not-red.) The converse
is
one does not
true: to fix the interpretation
not generally
of a comparative
a threshold-point
need to have determined
for the positive. And in general
needs
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to be fixed for all degrees between ra and the
?Mp
requires thresholds
n for which
the interpretation gives an unambiguous
extension.
than a simple threshold
is often needed.
So something more complex
is with a structured proposition,
information
The best way to give complex
of H
truth for sentences
and here the language I enters. I shall specify
and an arbitrary sentence of I. This sentence can
relative to a model M
specify

but it can also specify more

a threshold,

3.

complex

information.

CONSTRAINTS ON THE H-RELATION

are given an ordering of pairs, (8, o) > (r, p), where
/i range over degrees of a predicate P, and > is a pre-ordering
constraints does this put on the choice of
(transitive and reflexive). What
>
8
ol (We know when x is P- er than y by
the corresponding
ordering
more than z is P-er
for x
than w, and we need to know the possibilities
that we

Suppose
8, o, r,

than y.) In this section I state some relations between orderings of
(and in general between
single degrees and orderings of pairs of degrees
In
of
the
and orderings
of n-tuples
tuples) which hold when
orderings
is P-er

to the comparative
two orderings correspond
and hypercomparative
of the
same predicate.
In stating them it is important to keep in mind which
is constraining
the other. Thus we might
is the fixed basis which
ordering
>
an
of degrees which gave the basic facts about the
ordering
begin with
of the previous
structure of the predicate
(see the grounding
assumption
to constrain orderings >+ of pairs of degrees which
section) and want
are to determine
assertions
in terms of its
the truth of hypercomparative
>
an
we
with
of
Or
ordering
pairs of degrees
might begin
comparative.
the
orderings >~ of degrees which are to determine
in terms of the hypercomparative.
assertions
Given
truth of comparative
an ordering of degrees and an ordering of pairs of degrees the constraints
on which one is taken as the determining
one
will be different, depending
to constrain

and want

and which

the determined.

constraint says that if a pair of degrees is contained within
in
then their separation cannot be
the ordering of degrees,
pair,
as
the
derived
measured
by
ordering of pairs. Formally
larger,
One

obvious

another

(Cl)

if 8 > o\ > r & 8 > ?2 > r then not (o\, o2) >+

(8, r)

in terms of > in the obvious way.)
(where >, and below =, are defined
so
is less. (The
8 and r,
o\ and (72 lie between
clearly their separation
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that o\
is

formulation

allows

very natural

constraint

be

incomparable

in >.) Another

if (8, o) > {o, 8) then S >" o and if S > o then {8, o) >+
=
(a, S) and if S o then (8, o) ^+ (o, 8).

(C2)

Given

and 02 may

>

between

single

degrees

this determines

only

the ordering

in

>+ of pairs of the form (8, o), (o, 8). And given > between pairs it
in >~ of 8 and o when one of (8, o) and
only the ordering
than
other. (C2) would determine
the
the ordering
is
(a, 8)
strictly greater

determines

of pairs from the ordering of degrees if the //were an iff But that, though at
first sight plausible, ignores the possibility thatwhen (8, o) and (o, 8) are
in the ordering of pairs different orderings of single degrees
that pair ordering may rank x and y differently.
(Think
compatible
shades of red.) Similar considerations
show that the +
of
borderline
again
?
are necessary
in (Cl), (C3), and (C4).
and
superscripts
incomparable

with

(C3)

(C1)-(C3)

if (8, o) > (t, /i) and r >~ \i then 8 >~ o and
if (8, a) >+ (r, fi) and r > /i then 8 > a.
should

be augmented

with

a self-explanatory

'book-keeping'

principle.

(C4)
These

if 8 > o then for all r, p (r, ?j)>+
are pretty weak

constraints.

A

(o, 8).

slightly

stronger

provided by the thought that if 8 > a > r then (8, r) >
is not obviously
this condition
are separated by a finite chain
there might be infinitely many
case it is far from obvious
that

is

constraint

(8, o). In fact

true except in the case where
8, o, and r
For in other cases
of minimal
differences.

8, o, and r, in which
the relative separation of (8, r) and (8, o)
the
is determined
just by
ordering of 8, o, r. (Metric facts go beyond
we
But
should ensure that e.g. steps 999 and 1 in an
facts.)
topological
uj series are separated by more
than steps 2 and 1. Thus the following
constraint.

between

a >-preserving
iff o > r.

To state it I define

that for all o, r $cr > $r
(C5)

elements

map

to be a function

$

such

if 8 > o and t > ?jland for all >-preserving
maps for which
=
>
>
3>t > $/?
$r and o = $/i,
8
o, it is not the case that 8

then (8, o) > (r, /?).
?
(There are no +,
directions.)

superscripts

here, because

the constraint

applies

in both
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in an obvious
(C1)-(C5)
generalise
>(n-f l) por exampie
(ci) generalizes

way
to

to relations

>(n)

between

and

if S >(n) ai >(n) r & S >(n) 02 >(n) r then not {ou o2)
>(n+iH(??r)
of degrees.
8, o\, 02, r are 2n_1-tuples
In order to be perfectly
let me define a
explicit about these orderings
a
some domain,
to
between
2n
be
relation
R
members
of
Hn ordering
relation
such that the corresponding
which
holds
between
>,
dyadic
(8\,
where

...

R,

and

, ?n_i)

...,

(ai,

is a pre-ordering.

<7n_i)

when

I shall often

(8U

n?tate

...,

?n_i,

...,

o\,

a Hn

ordering
above.
thus the >(n) expressions
pre-ordering,
corresponding
a basic
We can thus define a relation which
holds between

in

is

crn-i)

as if it were

the

ordering

>(n) and a derived ordering >(m) when they are joined by a chain of
orderings satisfying (C1)-(C5) taken thus generalized, (the chain going in
the + direction

if ra

It plays

if-relation.

>

n and the ?

a central

if n > ra).
role in the semantics below.
direction

Call

this the

concerns
of these constraints
the charac
consequence
interesting
terization of standard and non-standard models.
Take a sequence of order
An

It is not easy
type u(u + u)*) (a typical non-standard model of arithmetic).
terms what the difference
to say in unproblematic,
for example first-order,
this and a standard (?-sequence
between
is, although
they are intuitively
terms
in
But
of
of
different.
very
thinking
pairs as well as of
orderings
are different
in several ways. For example
the two sequences
u
not
the
but
sequence, will
intuitively
satisfy
u)(u> + w*) sequence,
sentence
following
elements

the

(a,8)) D 3/i((?,/?)

3a3aVr((r <8&(8,t)>
>(a,8)&S>p>

the

t).

there is an
says that there are infinite separations;
more
a certain
that
8
such
for
each
individual
8
than
by
object
preceding
it
there
is
but
another
8
and
also
separation
preceding
separated
succeeding
from 8 by at least that separation.
because
there are
(I said 'intuitively',
The

sentence

in effect

also orderings of pairs consistent with the uj{u* + u) ordering which do
not make
standard
be used

this sentence true. But they are not the orderings that express the
sense of separation
in the ordering.) A formulation
like this will
in Section 5 below, in the incompleteness
proof.
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4.

for H is a 4-tuple
interpretation
(D, A, I, J). D is the domain for
a
set
of
A
is
from
which
the degrees towhich objects satisfy
H;
quantifiers
are
I
to predicates;
between
taken;
predicates
assigns orderings
degrees
and J assigns degrees
in A to pairs of a member
a
of D and
predicate.
A has to contain a partially ordered set of degrees for each predicate.
a separate
But there is no need to postulate
set for each predicate
in the
can
For
often
to
same
different
be
related
the
predicates
language.
degrees.
An

For example
predicates

both

"big" and "small"
have hues. I shall assume

sizes

very
predicates
them can be found in A

a single set A. Even
if the stock
intended
interpretations,
degrees
as long as a rich enough variety of Hn

can be constructed

it.

degrees

come

as degrees and all color
that all of the predicates
of H have

have

which
have

The

satisfaction
from D

objects
M
relative

from

of atomic

varied

for all of

over

orderings

is thus a, M,
t \= s meaning:
sequence a of
or open sentence s of H under interpretation
information provided by (closed) sentence t of I.

relation

satisfies

to contextual

closed

is a Hm ordering between
predicate Pn,
primitive
I(Pn)
some hypercomparative
of
of
members
of
D, representing
(ra
l)-tuples
P (or P itself ifra = 0). I shall refer to the relevant ra for a given Pn as
d of D and each Pn, J(d, Pn)
is a member
of A,
I(n). For each member
to
d
For
which
has
the
Pn.
variable
is a
vn,
any
degree
representing
I(vn)
For
?

each

of D.

member

Sentences

of I can also be evaluated

an interpretation
first-order model
relation

(D, A,
(D, A,

/, J) of H
/') for I, in which
x G D},
assigns

to a model

relative

let a H-to-I

model

M.

Given

be a two-sorted

V assigns to each Pm of I the
some Hn ordering
to each >^
free individual variable and a

Pm));
of D to each
assigns a member
to
of A
each degree variable, and is otherwise
like /.
I shall assume that the orderings assigned by / and /' are such that they
contain a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound for every sequence
and that A is rich enough to contain
of degrees ordered by the orderings,
{(x, J(x,

over A,
member

these

least and greatest

bounds.

Call

this the completeness

assumption

on

J and A.
Now

to define

o, M,

(a) s is C^Pn(x),

'
And I shallwrite J(s)'

ra =

s. There
11=
For simplicity

are two cases
I shall assume

for the basis

clauses.

that x is x\, #2,

.

'
for J{a(s), Pn)\ Note that t is redundantwhen

I{n).

iff (J(l),...,
lfm = I(n) then o, M, t f=C^Pn(x)
J(ra)) G I(Pn).
ra
iff (J(l),...,
If
is not I(n) then o,M,t\=
C^Pn{\)
J(ra)) GR
for all relations

R

inDm

such that

.
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(i) R bears the if-relation to I(Pn) and
is a H-to-I

(ii) there
makes

model

for M

which

assigns

R

to >

and which

t true.

(b) s isMC^Pn(x).

M

is defined in terms of C. The idea is to say

that e.g. x is very P if it is 'more than halfway
up' in the scale of P-ness:
x
to
is P there is another as far
which
for every degree above the degree
for one
below
it. This might not seem to need a clause in the semantics,

a notational abbreviation for

might make MC^Pn(x)

D 3z(C(m+1)pn(x,z)

(y)(C(m+1)Pn(y,x))

&C(m+2>

Pn(x,z,y,x))
that in a model

there may not
want to allow that,
objects satisfying P,
are
P
and
all
six
very P. So clause
they
things satisfy
only
in terms of degrees
in A rather
the same sense but working

But

the problem
actually be many

for example,

(b) captures
than objects inD.
(1972) definition

then arise

would

of H

and we would

is relevant toWheeler's
(The same kind of consideration
as
'tall
tall'
the
tall things': one wants
of 'very
among

that all the actually
it to be possible
is:
formulation

tall things

are very

tall.) Therefore

a

better

(7,M,t^MC(m)Pn(x)iff
of A is such that
if a 2m+l -membered
sequence 8 of members
=
<
n
i
and
8
G
there
is a 2m+1
for
then
Pm+1
8i
o(i)
=
for i > n and
8' such that 8[
membered
sequence
a(i)
for all i?m+1, Rm+2 bearing
and (8, 8') G Rm+2,
8' G ?m+1
and to each other.
the H relation to I(Pn)
recursion

Standard

intuitively
Note also

clauses

'very' and
right. In doing

(b) makes

how

for &, -i, V, complete
the definition. Note
instances of the same concept, as seems

'much'

so it has

to refer

to three H

that this analysis makes
t.Whether
information
something

-related

relations.

of the context

very/much
independent
is very tall depends only on where
its
height lies among the possible heights. These two features are independent:
set
of very/much which allow for contextually
there are variant definitions
am
are
not
to
I
in
make
the
but
needed
this
borderlines,
points
making
they

paper.

5.
Call

consequence
of PL, T, where H is a set of sentences of
s
a
is set of sentences of I, if for all t in T and h inH o, M,
11=

s a semantical

H and T

VALIDITIES AND INCOMPLETENESS
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for all o over

holds
T. All

the domains

of all models

are immediate

Thus (i)-{iv)
the C^
constrains

definition

such that o, M,t\=

2 are valid

of the list in Section

the members

definition.

M

h.

s. Call s valid ifH, T \= s for allH, and all satisfiable

Write thisH,T\=

consequences
the conditions

to satisfy

to this
according
of the fact that the
on the i?-relation.

(v), (vi) follow immediately from clause (b) of the definition of satisfaction.
In fact, (i)-(vi) exploit very little of the resources of the definition. They
to the interaction
are not for example
sensitive
and logical form involved in the semantics.

it as sound with

the semantics for H construes
Although
listed it does not have a complete
validities
for H, given the semantics,
consequence
contextual

Pi

axiomatization.

information

information

respect to the
For semantical

is non-compact.
the
Consider
the
and
the
conclusion
C,
Pn,

set of premises
t below.

the infinite

between

relation

of contextual

: Mv\iv2{P!y\V2 V PLv\V2 VEiy2vi)

Pn(n > 2) :

3v{.. 3vn3yVz{P!yv2

& ... &Evn-\vn

&Evny))

VcrVr((a > S& r > 8)

t : V?(Va(a > 8 D 3r{o >r>8))D

dM)S(t,?))
C :

3x3y3z(P[xy

& P^yz & P'lxzyz)

than the official syntax of H and
(I have used a greater variety of variables
I
I permits,
have written P for P1 and > for
for the sake of clarity. And
>

for Pxy & -?Pyx, and P= for Pxy & Pyx.)
i,Pxy
The Pn are premises.
Pi says that P' forms a complete ordering. Each
successive Pn says that there are n objects related by P[, and there is another
object to which all n objects bear P!_. The conclusion C says that there are
two pairs

in the domain which have equal separations
among the objects
one
of
the
within
the other as ordered by P1.
is
contained
although
pairs
t requires that if there are degrees
The contextual
information
in limit
no
ordinal position,
i.e. with
immediate predecessor
and infinitely many
then the separations
such degrees
between
predecessors,
are
same.
and all preceding
the
shall
of
both
say
degrees
(I
degrees and
one
to
it
that
the
other
when
bears >
it.)
objects
precedes

non-immediate

Pi,...,

Pn,

11= C

is not true for any finite n. But

{Pn:

n = 1,

2,...},thC.

build up a description
of a model
of order
Proof: The Pn successively
cv
at
1.
that
the
be
least
Each
finite
+
Pj
type
requires
ordering
complete.
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of exactly n elements,
of Pi
is true in a model
the n elements
... xn in the
to
the
variables
instantiate
x\
greatest Pn in the set.
required
subset

This ordering is consistent with an ordering for P" which falsifies C (for
the ordering which gives all the X{ and y equal separations,
and
example
thus by C5 equates no two pairs (x, y) (x, z)). On the other hand each model
of all the P? will consist of infinitely many
individuals x\9X2,..ordered
an
the
all
individual
X{,
y instantiating
y.
by P',
instantiating
preceding
the sequence
a least upper
on orderings of Section

Consider

and have

oft

in P of the X{. They are ordered by >
of degrees
to the completeness
bound according
assumption
4. This least upper bound 8 satisfies the antecedent

and thus by t the separation

between

it and x\ and X2 are identical.

So

all orderings for P are constrained by (a)(ii) of the satisfaction definition
t true they will

to make

all make

these separations

identical,

and so C will

be satisfied.
As

a result, given

that the system

is sound, we may

conclude

that it is

incomplete. Although sets of validities like those of Section 2 will entail
at least some of the sentences
will

derivation

procedure
sets of context information

entail. Compactness
in combination with
this is a fairly mild
to me very unlikely

true under

connect

all finite

with all sentences
they semantically
fails largely because of condition C5 on the H relation,
the assumption
of a fairly rich set of degrees. Though
are conceivable.
alternatives
But it seems
condition,
that any relation between positive,
and
comparative,
both about ordering

and about

INDICES, INFORMATION, VAGUENESS

of H
incompleteness
thing about the semantics
in which
there is the way

The

no recursive
and all finite

sentences

which respects intuitions
hypercomparative
will
have
very different effects.
cardinality

6.

all interpretations,
sets of premises

is interesting,
but it is not the most
important
of Sections 2 and 4. The most
important thing
contextual
in full sen
information
is specified

instead of in indices. The argument for incompleteness
depends on
sentences
and
the interaction between contextual
information
premise-and
to superval
sentences.
conclusion
(The method has a general resemblance
tences

uation
between

in that truth requires that a sentence be satisfied by all relations
and the contextual
> and >' that satisfy the a priori constraints

information.)
A treatment

and degrees
of comparatives
should say something
about
2
in
of
The
Section
effect
says that
vagueness.
groundedness
assumption
a
some
at
level.
has
every predicate
perfectly
precise hypercomparative
of higher or
extensions
And in terms of these non-vague
vague predicates
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versions

are
comparativity
of the standard

values

of sentences

lower

(relative to context). At these levels
can appear. The truth
of
vagueness
symptoms
are
on
how
borderlines
specified. The effects
depend
reveal the underlying
hypercomparatives
specifications

of some borderline

interpreted

that a particular
For example the assumption
can determine
a
one
than
is
redder
particular orange-red
object
purple-red
a
a
in
that
such way
third object is, in context,
for 'redder'
the borderline
in question.

of the predicates

than a fourth.

In the formal system presented here failure to specify
in falsehood,
but it is not hard to see how truth value
a
in
richer
could
situation, inwhich for example the contextual
gaps
appear
sentences
reference or
information
contain indexicals with undetermined
redder

results

borderlines

refer to one another

in ungrounded

loops.
of vagueness

does not always appear in a
important
of which cas
standard guise. Higher order vagueness?the
indeterminacy
?
a
as
es are borderline
and reappears
semantic phenomenon,
disappears
a borderline
occurs is typically not knowable
one. Where
as an epistemic
one

But

feature

in the absence

of contextual

information,

but even

such

given

informa

tion deducing which objects lie on which sides of the borderline may be
Sorites
impossible.
order
vagueness
(On higher
limitingly

Williamson

paradoxes
see Wright

look rather different
1992,

and chapters

in this light.
4 and 5 of

1994.)

is the variety of possible
contextual
information
(the
a borderline
t f= s). Some information
t in o, M,
is specific, determining
?
'o is tall and nothing
for example
less tall than o is'. But most often
is not specific. There are three importantly different ways
the information
can fail to be specific.
in which
Some
the information
information
is
?
the existence
but not the position of borderlines
for
indefinite, entailing
o
n
a
is
between
that
of
and
that
of
which
'there
divides
degree
example
The

crucial

fact

'. Some information
is non-commital
specifying
nothing
?
'if o is tall then p is'. Some information
for example
is
are
borderlines which
definite only relative to yet
buck-passing,
specifying
?
for example
'tall people are many centimetres
further information
taller
tall from

non-tall

about borderlines

thano'.

Different
information.

natural
At

language
one extreme

borderlines.
very determinate
to
British
final exam
applied

have different typical contextual
predicates
there are minimally
vague predicates with
An example
is the predicate
'first class' as

One way of understanding
it
performance.
an
over
'better mark than' defined
is in terms of
underlying
comparative
a
Then
standard
convention
percentage
grades.
interprets all marks from 70
as non-borderline
non
as
all
marks
68
down
from
non-borderline
firsts,
up
firsts,

and 69 as borderline.

There

is thus no indeterminacy

in the placement
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At

like

This

'is bald'.

there are Sorites-inducing
is very plausibly
related to an underlying
'is more bald than'. Then typical contextual
the other extreme

of borderlines.

cise comparative
almost compulsorily

predicates
fairly pre
information

includes

the buck-passing
clause 'someone
is bald if
they do not have many hairs on their head'. And then 'many' has a very
in part by the purposes
of
context-dependence,
being affected
complex
the speakers. Among
their purposes may be something
involving baldness,
circle. Moreover
the contextual
ungrounded
leading back in a potentially
can be very varied; it may specify that particular people are
information
that everyone
and are not bald, and it may contain facts about baldness
for example that anyone with twenty or few
takes as common knowledge,
er hairs on their head is bald, no matter what, and anyone with more than
a million
is not.
Where

information

contextual

to that extent

either. And

vague
order vagueness.
non-committal

is not buck-passing,
borderlines
? on
? no
this account
is

there

are not
second

may be under-specified,
by indefinite or
The effects of this can be much
like that of

But borderlines
information.

the truth value (if any) of a
information
on
the
of that information.
consequences
depends
particular predication
are hard to work out, and where
the information
is vague
Consequences
For given

vagueness.

contextual

to reason
there is a problem knowing what information
if the logic which determines
truth values is like H then
So we may not be able to rely on mechanical
deduction.
information
is buck-passing
contextual
consequences
drawing

or non-committal
from. Moreover,
it is incomplete.
And when

be even harder, because of ungrounded
cycles.
are similar
the effects of vagueness
and of under-specification
Though
a
is
semantic
while
under
there is a crucial difference:
matter,
vagueness
an
one.
For the kinds of predicates
is
this paper
epistemic
specification

may

are likely to be resolved by
then, Sorites paradoxes
with,
To end the paper,
and
between
truth
the
difference
knowledge.
exploiting
semantic treat
let me sketch how this must run. (For a more thoroughly
an
see
of
ment
the difference between
incisive analysis
Cleave
1987, and for
is concerned

epistemic

and semantic

factors

in vagueness

see Williamson

(1992)

and

(1994).)
are generated by two assumptions,
induc
poisoned
An analysis of the Sorites paradox must provide an
tion and attainability.
the contradiction
but on which
they are consistent,
interpretation on which
Sorites

does

paradoxes

in fact seem

the derivation

to flow from

is so plausible,

1981,Rolf 1980.)

is, the analysis must show why
it actual. (See Peacocke
making

them. That
without
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does not
induction
says that the value of a vague predicate
on
some
more
increments
One
with
small
dimension.
grain
enough
change
doesn't make a heap. And attainability
says that enough such increments
it
the predicate
lead from a case where
will
clearly applies to one where
Poisoned

clearly does not.
so that it is consistent with
There is no problem construing attainability
4 and 6 if for an
of
in
the
semantics
Sections
For
vagueness.
example
interpretation

M

contextual

information

sets a P/not-P

borderline

at 8,

and ->P(6) will hold whenever J(a, P) > 8 and J(b, P) <

then P(a)

for H). A
function of the semantics
is the degree-assigning
the
of
into
of
features
induction
construal
goes deeper
poisoned
plausible
a
It can be stated as follows, where / is function that
the present analysis.
takes one 'slightly' higher up the ordering of degrees:
8 (where

(PI)

J

if for givenM, o, t, S is a finite statement of the content ofM
and t such thatP(a) may be deduced from S and b is slightly
more P

than a, then it is not the case that -?P(6)

can be deduced

from S.
and writing
interpretation of'slightly'
Using a plausible
as
could
be
this
of deductive
consequence
expressed

(PI')

IfM, T I-P(a)
^P(b).

h for some relation

andM T h -^MCP(b, a) then notM, T h

of 2 and 4 can satisfy (PI') for many M,
T, P for many
of f=, (PI') is almost inevitable,
the incompleteness
reasonable K Given
the informal grounds for (PI) are very strong: information
in fact. And
and that one object is P, need not
that tells you that there is a borderline,

The

semantics

tell you whether another fairly similar object isP. (PI') is itself vague, in
that deduction
nearer

or less near

another

(PI')

in stronger or weaker
forms, approaching
as inevitable,
there is
to |=. Accepting
this vagueness

relations

formulation

h come

which

IfM, T hn P(a)

depends

less on the incompleteness

andM, T hn ^MCP(b,

of the logic.

a) then notM, T hn

-iP(6).
relation h in n steps'.
'can be deduced using deduction
hn means
induction can be formulated.
Stronger and subtler forms of poisoned
that make
the intuitions
some of them come nearer to capturing
And
so gripping for predicates
such as 'heap' and 'bald'. The
sorites paradoxes
one
but not to formalize,
of this paper allow one to describe,
semantics
where

such.
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Formulate

induction

poisoned

as follows

if a, M,

t(t) f=P(a) and o, M,
M,t(t+)\=P(b)

(PI+)

t(t+) \=^MCP{b,

a) then o,

where (i) t(t) is the context specifying information at the time at which
'P(aY is uttered and t(t+) that at an immediately later time, and (ii) it is
not known thato, M, t(t) f=-?P(6).
This

with both the existence
at
of precise
borderlines
course
and the attainability
consistent
(It is also of
principle.
at each moment.)
of underspecified
the existence
borderlines
For it
is consistent

each moment
with

a form of what David Lewis
represents
(1983) calls 'accommodation':
context
when
is
uttered
the
in such a way that 'a' instead
changes
'P(aY
a near-to-the-edge
of denoting
instance of P is now a more central case,
(a is the same; the edge moves.)
And, to my mind, that is the real solution to the paradox. For predicates
?
such as 'bald' the bare contextual
the information
information
that does
not include what sentences have been asserted recently
is not enough to
truth values. So we rely on additional
determine
information
very many
about what

has been

the assertion
is evaluated.
in outline.
have

and principles
of accommodation.
But then
context
the
in
which
the
assertion of P(b)
changes
informal ideas of this paper allow one to state this solution
asserted,

that P(a)
The

system cannot represent it. To do that one would
into the context-specifying
language I time references,
and
like
David Kaplan's
operators,
something
logic of indexicals
the ideas
1989). Ideally one would combine a logic of indexicals,
But

the formal

to incorporate

epistemic

(Kaplan
of this paper,

models
the context-sensitive
of Kamp (1981), and the 'logic
a
That
of clarity' of Williamson
is
But
(1994).
project worth undertaking.
is a simple methodological
what makes
the project even describable
point:
rather than indices.
specify contexts with sentences

NOTE
*

Ihave been helped by comments from JohnBroome, Chris Swoyer, JohnCleave, Stephan

K?rner,

and Christopher

Williams.

The

referees'

comments

were

extremely

detailed

and

constructive.
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